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Manager/Assistant Manager, Deposit and Payment
Product
Responsibilities

Responsible for the business development of deposit and payment product
Assist to drive the business momentum to achieve the Bank objective
Conduct the market analysis and various reports to generate ideas on
deposit and payment product features, recommend appropriate strategies
and perform review periodically
Formulate innovative and practical business strategy, liaise with relevant
teams for business achievement
Assist to review and update of relevant procedure manual, terms and
conditions, and other materials for deposit and payment product to comply
with the regulatory requirements and the Bank’s internal policy
Experience in handling Deposit Protection Scheme Drill test and familiar
with representation rules

Qualifications

You’re a go-getter with mad juggling skills (or multiple hats) who can thrive
in a fast-paced, agile environment
You have a strong thirst for knowledge and are driven to find solutions that
don’t exist yet
You are comfortable with ambiguity and extremely resourceful (in your past
life you could’ve been a detective)
You always find a way to get things done without sacrificing the quality of
your work, integrity and values. No task is off limits for you.
You are humble and prioritize the success of the team over your own with an
eagerness to help those around you
You don’t shy away from challenges and have the ability to bounce back
from setbacks

Job Benefits

Competitive salary
Learning and development stipend, because we value lifelong learning and
believe the best way to invest in our employees is to encourage them to
continue to learn
Work hard and laugh lots (chicken wings and french toast, etc.) with a high-
performing, fun and diverse team
Weekly afternoon teas and fully stocked fridge
Coffee stipend
Conveniently located office surrounded by diverse and delicious lunch
options
Lively office with gaming consoles and a ping pong table
Fun extracurricular activities with your colleagues like hiking, yoga,
badminton, wine tasting, dragon boat racing, rock climbing, etc.
Employee referral bonuses

Hiring organization
WeLab Bank

WeLab is a leading fintech company
in Asia, which operates one of first
licensed digital banks in Asia –
WeLab Bank, as well as multiple
leading online financial services
businesses including WeLend and
WeLab Bank in Hong Kong, WeLab
Digital (我来数科), Taoxinji (淘新机),
Wallet Gugu (钱夹谷谷) and Tianmian
Tech (天冕科技) in Mainland China
and Maucash in Indonesia. WeLab
aims to bring joy to everyone’s
financial journey. We strive to
improve people’s lives by
reinventing financial services
through game-changing technology.
We put our people first, whether it’s
our customers or our employees.

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Date posted
February 21, 2022
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